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Abstract

In contrast to the extensively researched modeling of plant architecture, the modeling of plant
organs largely remains an open problem. In this paper, we propose a method for modeling
lobed leaves. This method extends the concept of sweeps to branched skeletons. The input of
the model is a 2D leaf silhouette, which can be defined interactively or derived from a
scanned leaf image. The algorithm computes the skeleton (medial axis) of the leaf and
approximates it using spline curves interconnected into a branching structure (sticky splines).
The leaf surface is then constructed by sweeping a generating curve along these splines. The
orientation of the generating curve is adjusted to properly capture the shape of the leaf blade
near the extremities and branching points of the skeleton, and to avoid selfintersections of the
surface.

The leaf model can be interactively modified by editing the shape of the silhouette and the
skeleton. It can be further manipulated in 3D using functions that control turning, bending,
and twisting of each lobe.
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Abstract

In contrast to the extensively researched modeling of
plant architecture, the modeling of plant organs largely re-
mains an open problem. In this paper, we propose a method
for modeling lobed leaves. This method extends the concept
of sweeps to branched skeletons. The input of the model is a
2D leaf silhouette, which can be defined interactively or de-
rived from a scanned leaf image. The algorithm computes
the skeleton (medial axis) of the leaf and approximates it
using spline curves interconnected into a branching struc-
ture (sticky splines). The leaf surface is then constructed
by sweeping a generating curve along these splines. The
orientation of the generating curve is adjusted to properly
capture the shape of the leaf blade near the extremities
and branching points of the skeleton, and to avoid self-
intersections of the surface.

The leaf model can be interactively modified by editing
the shape of the silhouette and the skeleton. It can be fur-
ther manipulated in 3D using functions that control turning,
bending, and twisting of each lobe.

1 Introduction

One of the challenges in computer graphics is to cre-
ate the geometry of objects in an intuitive and direct way,
while allowing for interactive manipulation of the resulting
shapes. This is particularly important in the synthesis of re-
alistic images of plants, where a detailed representation of a
plant component’s shape is “vital in capturing the character
of a species” [16]. While the modeling of plant structures
is well-researched, the modeling of individual plant organs
has so far remained relatively unexplored.

We present an interactive method for modeling lobed
leaves that extends the concept of sweeps to branching
structures. The modeling process begins with a 2D sil-
houette of a leaf, which can be scanned or defined inter-
actively using a curve editor. The silhouette’s skeleton is
then defined interactively or computed automatically using
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Figure 1. Modeling a white oak leaf. (a)
Scanned leaf. (b) Deformed leaf surface com-
pared to outline of the scanned leaf.

a 2D Voronoi diagram [6], and is represented as intercon-
nected “sticky” splines [15] that preserve topological rela-
tions during subsequent manipulation. The leaf surface is
constructed by sweeping a cross-section between the skele-
ton and the silhouette. The planar leaf model obtained in the
previous steps can subsequently be deformed in 3D space
using functions that control its turning, bending and twist-
ing along the axes of the skeleton (Figure 1).

In Section 2, we review previous work on the modeling
of leaves. We then describe our proposed method in Sec-
tion 3. In Section 4, we discuss the surface representation in
turtle geometry and its free-form deformation. We conclude
the paper with a presentation of examples in Section 5, fol-
lowed by a discussion of the results and open problems for
further research in Section 6.



2 Previous work

Frequently, plant components such as stems and leaves
are modeled usingsweeps. In the simplest case, a 2D gener-
ating curve is swept along a linear path normal to the plane
of the curve, producing anextrusion. Alternatively, a 2D
curve can be swept around an axis, producing asurface of
revolution. The generator is not limited to 2D and, in the
case of a general sweep, can change size, orientation, or
shape.

Generalized cylinders[3] were originally applied to tree
branch modeling by Bloomenthal [4], and have often been
used to model plant organs since then. A generalized cylin-
der is formed by sweeping a (not necessarily planar) gen-
erating curve, which determines the organ’scross-section,
along a trajectory (carrier curve) that defines the organ’s
axis [14]. The generating curve may be closed, as is typi-
cally the case for stems, or open, as for thin leaves. Further-
more, it can be scaled according to a profile curve and may
change shape while being swept.

Several researchers have used generalized cylinders to
model leaves supported by a single axis [8, 12]. More com-
plex leaves have been modeled by constructing a leaf sur-
face using spline patches [4, 11], or by calculating an im-
plicit contour around a branching structure [7].

3 Shape generation

Our approach to shape generation is similar to Snyder’s
rail product [14]. A rail product is formed by sweeping
a planar generating curve between tworail curves. Intu-
itively, one can imagine a railroad track: the rail curves
are analogous to the track’s rails, and the cross-sections are
analogous to the railroad ties.

We extend Snyder’s approach to a situation in which one
of the curves may have an arbitrary branching topology: it
is the branching skeleton of a given silhouette. The sur-
face is constructed by sweeping a generating curve between
the silhouette and the branching skeleton. Each element of
the skeleton is traversed twice: once in the distal and once
in the basal direction. In the simplest case, the generating
curve is a straight line segment. Other curves may also be
used, as long as they do not self-intersect during the sweep.
At the end of the modeling process, the surface can be ex-
tended to 3D by deforming (turning, bending, and twisting)
the skeleton.

3.1 Silhouette

The minimal input to the model is a 2D leaf silhouette. It
can be specified interactively, using a B-spline curve editor,
or derived from a scanned image of the leaf surface. In the
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Figure 2. Modeling a white oak leaf. (a)
Scanned leaf with emphasized silhouette. (b)
Silhouette with a reduced number of points.
(c) Skeleton.

latter case, a B-spline representation of the silhouette is ob-
tained algorithmically, using the process described below.

First, the leaf is scanned using a standard flat-bed scan-
ner (Figure 1(a)). The resulting image is converted to black
and white using a threshold chosen so that the leaf shape
stands out from the background. The leaf silhouette is then
computed using a boundary-following algorithm [9]. The
output of this algorithm is a silhouette representation in the
form of a sequence of pixels, which may be thought of as
vertices of pixel-size linear segments (Figure 2(a)). In or-
der to create a more compact representation, we reduce the
number of vertices using inverse curve subdivision [13].
Curve subdivision algorithms refine a coarse set of points
that approximates a smooth curve and produce a finer ap-
proximation with a larger number of points. Inverse sub-
division proceeds in the opposite direction: given a finer
approximation it creates a coarser one, with a smaller num-
ber of points. The resulting vertices are then used as control
points of a B-spline curve, which we use as a representation
of the leaf silhouette (Figure 2(b)).

3.2 Skeleton

The object’s skeleton is a branching structure (Fig-
ure 2(c)). To represent it, we usesticky splines[15], which
extend the concept of splines to branching structures. Sticky
splines maintain topological relations between different in-
terconnected spline curves when the shape of individual
curves changes, for example as a result of editing.

The skeleton can be constructed interactively, for exam-
ple, using the the main veins of a leaf as a guide. How-
ever, a user must make sure that the skeleton meets a set
of somewhat non-intuitive criteria to prevent holes and self-
intersections in the generated surface. For this reason, the
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Figure 3. Segmentation process during
sweeping.

user may prefer to have the skeleton generated automati-
cally. In this case, the holes and self-intersections are pre-
vented automatically, but, in general, the branches no longer
correspond to leaf veins.

We implemented a skeleton generator based on the con-
cept of the medial axis. The medial axis was introduced
by Blum [5] as a technique of object representation. For a
planar figure, it defines the loci of inscribed discs of maxi-
mal diameter that maintain contact with at least two points
on the curve. The medial axis is closely related to Voronoi
diagrams and there are various ways to construct it [2]. In
our work, we have used Fortune’s [6] sweepline algorithm
to calculate an approximation to the medial axis. Typically,
this algorithm generates a large number of points. We re-
duce the number of points using inverse subdivision [13],
as outlined in Section 3.1.

3.3 Sweeping to Construct the Mesh

The leaf surface is constructed by sweeping a cross-
section using the skeleton and the silhouette as the rails.
Positions of the cross-section are determined by points on
each of the two curves. We split the underlying topology
into segments defined usingbranching pointsof the skele-
ton andanchor pointsalong the silhouette curve, to mini-
mize the impact of the shape of one lobe on the segmenta-
tion of other lobes.

The silhouette is represented as a 2D closed B-spline and
the skeleton as interconnected B-splines. Letk ands define
starting points on the skeleton and silhouette, respectively
(Figure 3(a)). We search the skeleton in a clockwise, distal
direction for the leftmost terminal pointkT (Figure 3(b)).

We then calculate a corresponding anchor pointsT on the
silhouette, determined by intersecting the tangent to the
skeleton at pointkT with the silhouette.

Next, starting from pointk, we traverse the skeleton one
more time in the same direction until we reach either a
branching point or the terminal pointkT . For every vis-
ited branching pointkJ , we calculate a corresponding an-
chor pointsJ on the silhouette (Figure 3(c)). The anchor
point sJ is the point of the segment[s, sT ] of the silhouette
curve that is closest tokJ . The points(k, kJ , sJ , s) form
a segment. We now reset the variablesk to kJ ands to sJ

and repeat previous steps, finding new pairs of branching
and anchor points (Figure 3(d)), until we reach the termi-
nal pointkT . The set of points(k, kT , sT , s) defines the
terminal segment.

The process continues in a clockwise, basal direction
along the current branch of the skeleton. We reassignk
to kT ands to sT , and traverse the current branch towards
its base until we reach either the first junction point that
supports a right branch or the base of the branch. The seg-
mentation process continues in a clockwise, distal direction
along the skeleton until the base of the main branch of the
skeleton is reached (Figure 3(e)).

Finally, we calculate the equally spaced railroad ties
within each segment using arc-length parametrization of the
skeleton and silhouette curves (Figure 3(f)). Each railroad
tie Ti connects a pointki = (ki,x, ki,y) on the skeleton
with an endpointsi = (si,x, si,y) on the silhouette. The
set of railroad ties is denotedG = {T0, T1, . . . , Tn}, where
Ti = (ki, si) = (ki,x, ki,y, si,x, si,y). The railroad ties, to-
gether with the corresponding segments of the skeleton and
silhouette curves, constitute the leaf’s geometry when con-
nected into a strip of quadrilaterals.

3.4 Texture mapping

The scanned image of the leaf also provides texture in-
formation (Figure 4(c)). In order to make use of it, we store
the texture coordinateski,u, ki,v, si,u, andsi,v with the rail-
road ties. The texture coordinates are calculated as:

ki,u = ki,x/Iw, ki,v = ki,y/Ih,

si,u = si,x/Iw, si,v = si,y/Ih,
(1)

whereIh andIw represent the height and width of the tex-
ture image.

We also take advantage of the texture’s transparency
channel to make all pixels outside the leaf surface transpar-
ent. This prevents the background from showing up near the
boundaries of the leaf in case of inaccuracies in the texture
mapping.
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Figure 4. Modeling a white oak leaf.
(a) Silhouette and skeleton.
(b) Leaf mesh.
(c) Textured surface.

4 Free-form deformation

The mesh description is transformed into a turtle geome-
try representation [1, 11] for the purpose of interactive free-
form deformation of the models. Theturtle’s stateis char-
acterized by a position vector~P and three orientation vec-
tors Ĥ, L̂, andÛ that indicate the turtle’sheading, the di-
rection to theleft, and theup direction. These vectors have
unit length, are perpendicular to each other, and satisfy the
equationĤ × L̂ = Û . Rotations of the turtle are expressed
by the equation[Ĥ

′
L̂

′
Û

′
] = [Ĥ L̂ Û ] · R, whereR

is a3× 3 rotation matrix. Specifically, rotations by angleϑ
about vectorsĤ, L̂, andÛ are represented by the matrices
RH(ϑ), RL(ϑ), andRU (ϑ) [11].

We now associate additional parameterski,ϑ, ki,l, ti,ϑ
and ti,l, which are pertinent to the turtle’s state, with the
railroad tiesTi. The parameterski,ϑ andki,l specify a ro-
tation around the turtle’s up direction and translation in the
turtle’s heading direction between consecutive points along
the skeleton. Parametersti,ϑ and ti,l specify a rotation
around the turtle’s up direction and translation in the result-
ing heading direction, as needed to trace the railroad tieTi

as if it was a small branch off the skeleton (Figure 5).

We sort the leaf’s railroad tiesTi by their first appearance
along the skeleton. The turtle parameters for consecutive
railroad tiesTi, i > 0 are then determined as follows. First,
the parameterski,l andki,ϑ are calculated using Equation 2.

K

ki

T
si

ki-1

H

ki,ϑ

ti,ϑ

ki,l

ti,l

Figure 5. Turtle parameters.

~K =

 ki,x − ki−1,x

ki,y − ki−1,y

0

 ,

ki,l = | ~K|,

ki,ϑ = sign(Û · ( ~K × Ĥ)) acos(Ĥ · ~K

| ~K|
).

(2)

The turtle is then translated byki,l in the heading di-
rection and rotated by angleki,ϑ around theÛ axis. The
parametersti,l andti,ϑ defining the railroad tieTi are cal-
culated in a similar manner:

~T =

 si,x − ki,x

si,y − ki,y

0

 ,

ti,l = |~T |,

ti,ϑ = sign(Û · ( ~K × ~H)) acos(Ĥ · ~T

|~T |
).

(3)

These calculations are performed repeatedly for all rail-
road ties. The turtle parameters specify the leaf surface in
terms of rotations around the turtle’s up directionÛ and
movements in the turtle’s heading direction̂H. The ties lie
in the plane formed bŷH andL̂.

The planar leaf model obtained in the previous steps can
be deformed in 3D using functions that characterize addi-
tional rotations of the turtle around the axesĤ, L̂, andÛ .
These functions can be specified for every branch of the
skeleton, controlling its turning, bending, and twisting [12].
We define them graphically, and manipulate them using an
interactive function editor(Figure 6).



Figure 6. A screen shot of the modeling envi-
ronment. The leaf model can be deformed in
3D space using graphically defined functions
that control additional turning, bending, and
twisting of the skeleton.

5 Examples

To illustrate our approach, we recreated surfaces of
several lobed leaves. In particular, we modeled, texture
mapped, and deformed leaves ofQuercus alba(white oak),
Passiflora caerulea(white passion flower),Hedera helix
(needlepoint ivy), andBifurcatum (staghorn) (Figure 7).
Both the main axes and individual lobes were interactively
deformed in 3D. In Figure 8, the scanned and deformed
leaves were composed into a scene.

The silhouette and skeleton are specified as planar
curves. In addition, the third dimension (z component) can
be used to model crinkly patterns. A user may specify these
z deformations explicitly. Alternatively, they may be gener-
ated using some noise function. Figure 9 shows oak models
with 1D Perlin noise [10] applied to the silhouette curves in
order to create wavy margins.

6 Conclusions

We have extended the concept of sweeps to branching
structures. Our method generates a free-form deformable
model from an arbitrary silhouette curve. In our experience,
this method is intuitive and well suited to the interactive
modeling of plants organs such as lobed leaves. Visually
important aspects of appearance, such as posture, can easily
be captured and controlled. The process is sufficiently fast
to support interactive modeling on current personal comput-
ers.

We demonstrated the flexibility of our approach by de-
forming surfaces of several lobed leaves. This flexibility
results from the use of turtle geometry to specify leaf ge-

(a) (b)
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Figure 7. Deformed models of scanned leaf
images: (a,b) white oak. (c,d) white passion
flower. (e,f) needlepoint ivy. (g,h) staghorn.

ometry. The shape of leaves can be directly and intuitively
manipulated using interactive modeling techniques. Images
of close-up scenes and scenes containing numerous differ-
ent leaves can easily be created.

An open research problem is the use of closed cross-



Figure 8. Rendering of a close-up scene
of leaf models individually deformed from
scanned images.

Figure 9. Close-up rendering of oak leaves.
The leaf models are individually deformed
from scanned images.

sections with this method. We think that this could lead to
a unified design approach for many plant organs, including
stems.
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